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From eye image acquisition to measuring eye rotation 

Motivation & context (1/2) 

Weetsy wearable system Pi-Box  remote smart sensor 

Miniaturized sensor captures 
eye movements 

Embedded Weetsy device 
performs pre-processing 

Eye data 
wire/wireless 
transmission 

Processing unit 
performs eye-tracking, 

head localization and  
gaze estimation 

Weetsy detection 
and 3D localization 
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Head data 
wire/wireless 
transmission 
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Processing unit (PC) 
Image 

compression 
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From eye image acquisition to measuring eye rotation 

Motivation & context (2/2) 

Weetsy wearable system 

Miniaturized sensor captures 
eye movements 

Embedded Weetsy device 
performs pre-processing 

Eye data 
wire/wireless 
transmission 
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Image 
compression 

Low-power, low-heat, 
low-MIPS requirements  

 
The issue: it is a challenge to satisfy the 

requirements and keep high 
image compression ratios 
(while maintaining 
acceptable image quality) 

Solution:  use of non-typical approach 
based on neural network 
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Outline 

1. Introduction: EyeDee by SuriCog 
2. Eye tracking: simulation & ROI finding 
3. Eye tracking: image processing vs. neural network 
4. Neural network: employment, construction and training 
5. Experimental results 
6. Conclusion 
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From simulated eye images (theory) to real eye images (practice) 

Eye tracking: simulation 

Eye images: real one and generated by simulator 5 ellipse parameters: center (x, y), 
major/minor (a/b) axis, rotation angle (φ). 

Rotating pupil disk 
has a geometrical 
shape of an ellipse 
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First step in the eye traking 

Eye tracking algorithm: ROI finding 

Full image (640x640) Active ROI (400x256) ROI (120x120) 

ROI  
decimation 
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Using image processing to generate 5 ellipse parameters 

Eye tracking: image processing based 

Filtering the eye image is aimed on ellipse shape preservation, followed by its measuring. 
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Using i neural network  to generate 5 ellipse parameters 

Eye tracking: neural network based 

Training of the neural network, followed by loss function optimization (minimization of the 
average ellipse reconstruction error). 
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What is the correlation between decimated ROI image values and 5 ellipse parameters? 

Neural network: employment 

Goal: finding a correlation between the floating-point values of a decimated ROI image and 
the five floating-point parameters of the pupil's ellipse.  

…correlation… 

Use neural network to perform regression analysis i.e., to estimate the relationships among 
variables: 9/25 floating-point values of decimated eye image (result of the 3D perspective 
projection of a model of rotating pupil disk) and 5 floating-point parameters of pupil's ellipse 
(result of the eye tracking) 
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Neural network: construction and training 

Using Torch7 [1] software (neural network 'nn' and optimization 'optim' packages). 

Neural network hyper-parameters: 
• Number of epochs – the number of iterations over the training dataset. 
• Learning rate – the size of the step taken at each stochastic estimate of the gradient. 
• Learning rate decay – allows the algorithm to converge with high precision (it is often 

recommended to lower the learning rate as the training progresses). 
• Weight decay – used to L2-regularize the solution (model overfitting reduction), which prevents 

the weights from growing too large.  
• Momentum – used to prevent the system from converging to a local minimum or saddle point. 

[1] http://torch.ch 

Notes: 
Use of sequential class  container (plugs layers in a 
feed-forward fully connected manner). 
Use of stochastic gradient descent (SGD) method 
The neural network has 9/25 inputs (18-50 inputs 
in case of using ellipse edges) and 5 outputs. 

Which architecture, how many hidden layers, how many training iterations? 

http://torch.ch/
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Experimental results: testing scheme 
Image pre-processing (FPGA ROI-finder), wireless transmission 

Based on 
ellipse 

similarity 
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Experimental results: ellipse similarity (1/2) 
If you cannot measure it you cannot improve it 

We compute ellipse similarity, based on three coefficients: distance , shape  and orientation. 

Ellipse generated 
by neural network 

Ellipse generated by 
image processing 

Three coefficients: 
1. Distance – based on centers (x, y) 
2. Shape – based on major/minor (a/b) axis 
3. Orientation – based on rotation angle (φ) 
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Experimental results: ellipse similarity (2/2) 
Flluctuation of ellipse similarity coefficients 

We decided to use orientation 
coefficient to estimate quality of neural 
network training, because it fluctuates 
in more wide range than distance 
coefficient or shape coefficient. 

Average ellipse similarity for different ROI sizes 

Generated by 
neural network 
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Experimental results: № of training iterations 
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Underlearning Overlearning Optimal 

We selected 40k 
training iterations 

What is the optimal number of training iterations? 
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Experimental results: № of hidden layers 

We selected 2 
hidden layers 

What is the optimal number of hidden layers? 
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Perfect 
reconstruction 

Center: OK 
Shape: OK 

Orient.: OK 

Center: KO 
Shape: OK 

Orient.: KO 

Center: OK 
Shape: OK 

Orient.: KO 

Center: KO 
Shape: KO 

Orient.: KO 

Experimental results: visual comparison 
It is acceptable practice to also perform visual comparison 

Visual comparison of ellipse reconstruction (increasing degradation order, from best (a) to 
worst(d)). 
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Hardware: neural network deployment 
Uploading of the trained neural network directly into the Weetsy board 

FPGA 

External RAM 

Microcontroller 

Wireless module 

Trained neural 
newtork 
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Summary on all the considerations 

Conclusion 

1. Efficient neural network based eye tracking 
approach 

2. Best parameters (training iterations/hidden layers) 
3. Ellipse fitting issues (training quality) 
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What are the steps expected to be done 

Future plans 

Experimentation with all parameters: 
1. Adding more noise to simulated eye images 
2. Adding the ROI offset (with use of real eye images, the 

pupil is not necessarily centered in the found ROI) and 
training of the neural network to produce correct 
results with non-centered ROI 

3. Neural network hyper-parameters optimization 
4. Testing the trained neural network on real images 
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Thank you 
For your interest, attention and time 

Questions? 


